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Exercises in Aimed Solar Returns
from the Blog of Ciro Discepolo (88)

Thanks again and again,
On a spur of a moment my son (recruiting to the army soon) have decided
to join his friends and travel to Thailand on this thursday January 31.
I don't want to hold him back but my fatherly instinct suddenly has
awakened, especially with his Aries Asc. etc.
His birth is July 22, 1994, Tel Aviv, 23:45.
Although his SR Sun is located at the 12th house, the LR is quite
promising. What do you say?
Many thanks,
Mordecai from Tel Aviv

From Mordecai again,
I just realized that my sons LR Asc. is in his 12th house???

Dear Mordecai,
unfortunately is the Aimed Solar Return to rule over the whole year ...
Let's hope so.
Many greetings.

***
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Ciao mio Cugino Italiano. Sono Gina.
You did a wonderful job sharing your gift in NYC. Your lecture was
fascinating and left me wondering where should I be at the time of my next
solar return?
What do I need to know about my job, my career, my work,
my relationships?
I was born in Teaneck New Jersey on 5/5/1982 at 6:57am.
Looking forward to hearing from you!
Gina from New York

Dear Gina,
first of all I would like to tell you that you will do a great career in your
life. You are already a good lawyer, but in the future will grow more and
more in your profession.
Unfortunately, your love life is the area where you will have less joy,
although you are a woman beautiful and charming. Unfortunately you
have Mars, Saturn and the Moon in the 5th House, the House of Love.
The close conjunction between the Moon and Saturn at the time of your
birth, I explained so, as you can read below, in my book "The New
Guide to Astrology".
Read the part that indicates the angle dissonant: this nasty conjunction is
similar to the condition of the thirsty who continue to drink and continues to
be thirsty. This is a psychological condition: you try to always find someone
better, but then you end up losing even good opportunities. When you have
this condition in your Natal Chart should never get married and I would
advise you to have a life too full of love, but not necessarily aimed to build a
fixed relation.
I know that these words will not make you pleasure, but we are talking
about three stars that are really bad in the 5th House. However, the Active
Astrology can help to improve this item in your life. I advise you a
psychological help for a better look inside yourself. You could go every
year for a birthday targeted and have a good year for Love: but do you
think that you may not help the health, career, money and watching only
Love? Every year?
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I hope that you, despite my bad English, can understand what I'm writing.
I'm not writing that you will be without love, but that, probably, you will
have always too much love occasions and you may not be good to choose.
For this next birthday you should go to Suva, Fiji Islands, so you'll have
a brilliant year for career and emancipation in all directions.
Another very good point of your Natal Chart is friendship: you will always
have many people who will help you in life.
Another formidable item of your Natal Chart is the beautiful Mercury,
dominant in Gemini: you are intelligent and communicative, but also tell a lot
of lies ...
In terms of health pay attention to the thyroid, bronchi and lungs. In old
age you will have trouble enough big eyes, but when you will be old, the
medicine will be proficient to solve them all.
To enlarge the chart, click on it. See the bottom of this page and read
other important information further down what it means to have the Moon
conjunct Saturn in the natal chart. A big hug and best wishes.

ASR 2013 Suva Fidji Islands For Gina

Moon-Saturn
Harmonic – Moon-Saturn aspects have many values in common with
those of Sun-Saturn. The key word that identifies them is rigour. Especially
the conjunction gives a sterling character to the native, who tends to behave
in a stubborn way. The ego is conditioned by a strong sense of duty that
blocks the native’s emotions, checks every little choice and submits it to
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arbitration of rationalism. Therefore, these people’s moves are limited within
narrow tolerances; they appear to be absolutely lacking in resilience and
humour. The following are the other keywords of this aspect: seriousness,
severity, consistency, method, honesty, frugality, perseverance, loyalty,
industriousness, faithfulness. These natives’ wives or mothers are usually
serious, admirable women.
Dissonant – As explained in the paragraph about the dissonant aspects
of Sun and Saturn, in this case also, all the positive values of the harmonic
aspect are maintained, if not strengthened – what changes is the attitude of
the native towards them. In fact, in the case of harmonic aspect the individuals
tend to live their own qualities in a natural way, while the disharmonious
aspect points to their suffering, pathos, and neurosis insofar they consider
their own qualities as a responsibility to be fulfilled at any cost.
Once again, it is those who live and work together with these people
who really benefit from their moral rectitude. Sometimes, if the overall reading
of the chart points to it, there may be various types of treachery, but the
native remains strictly faithful to his/her own code of conduct. For example,
many women or men have this aspect in their birth chart, live in a social
environment where adultery is not considered a sin, but on the contrary: it is
their very partner who spurs them to neglect morality and live their sexuality
freely. On an existential level, this aspect implies a tougher feedback: poor
health and slow recovery from illness, frustrating relationship with one’s
mother, usually traumatic weaning, adverse emotional life, reduced
professional success. This transit also points to melancholy, pessimism,
mistrust, low sociability. It is always a factor of inhibition and limitation.
The man of chart #17 (opposition) is a scrupulous, diligent, and
responsible individual. His love life is miserable (as it will be explained in the
reading of his chart). The lady of chart #36 (conjunction) is a brilliant worker
because she is rational and methodical. She gives little room to emotions,
which implies much trouble in other fields of her life. The man of chart #39
(conjunction) suffers very much: his Moon is in Cancer, hence it spurs him
to live according to his emotions and feeling; but it is also saturnized, i.e.
repressed. The opposition of chart #62 points to the excellent quality of the
native; while the square of chart #69 represents very well Palmiro Togliatti’s
sense of duty.
From the "New Guide to Astrology" by Ciro Discepolo

***
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Hi Ciro,
i´m writing to you because i´m very afraid of my next solar return. The
problem is that i have no chance to travel on my birthday, i´ll pass it on my
hometown (Coimbra, Portugal).
Cheers,
Ricardo
I was born in Coimbra, Portugal on 20/03/1977 at 14:25

ASR Coimbra 2013 For Ricardo

Dear Ricardo,
in my book "Aimed Solar and Lunar Returns", available on Amazon.com,
you can read many advices to exorcise the bad
positions of your next Aimed Solar Return in
Coimbra, but remember that by the exorcism
of the symbols you will be able to cut the 2025% of the negativities.
If you will able to depart, you can avoid
the 80-85% of them.
Best wishes.
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Thank you Ciro For your fast answer.
How bad is my solar return chart? Can you give me some clues? If i can
travel on my birthday, what place will be the best to pass it?
Thank you,
Ricardo
Coimbra
Born coimbra, portugal on 20/03/1977 at 14:25

Dear Ricardo,
I advice you to study my 34 rules to plan a very good Aimed Soalr
Returns. They are written in the second English edition of my "Transits and
Solar Return", but this book will be published in next weeks or months.
You could study, instead, now, the other my book "The Great Treatise
of Astrology", over 1200 pages in a very large size, available on
Amazon.com, with these 34 rules.
I suggest that you spend your next birthday in Aqaba, Jordan: this ASR
is 100 times better than the one of Coimbra!
Read the many information on the bottom of this page.
Best regards.

ASR Aqaba 2013 Jordan For Ricardo

***
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Hi Ciro!
Tu cugina Gina again! I was reading your book "Evaluate Your
Synastry" and it says to put into the computer dates times and locations
for compatibility of couples.
I put my birthday 5/5/82 born in Teaneck NJ at 6:57am and my friend
he was born 2/5/80 in Suffern NY. We got "43" what does that mean? Is
that a good match? How did you know Daniela was the perfect match?
Gina from New York

Dear Gina,
if I have understood well you have not inserted the time of birth of your
boy-friend and this means that the score that you have gotten can be deceptive
and it can become also 20 points on 44.
Besides if among you there is Mars in negative angle with the Sun or the
Moon or the Ascendant of the other, then the score lowers a lot.
My score with Daniela is quite a lot tall. We don't have Mars that opposes
our skies. She has a beautiful
Venus in Taurus to 120 degres
from her Ascendant: sweetness,
no aggressiveness, love for the
next one.
Besides, from astrologer, I
have been able to read her
internal serenity (she has never
made use of medicines in her life)
and the beauty of her soul. If you
post here the complete birth data
of your boy-friend, with the
place of birth and the time of the
birth that it is recorded on his
document of birth, I can
comment how much your
relationship is worth.
A great kiss.
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